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WINTER is here, and no matter what style your roof is
TAM LAPP Construction LLC. has snow guards to fit it.
Protect your visitors, gutters, and landscaping by installing snow retention systems designed
for your roof.

NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT:
Product Description: S-5 ColorGard
The ColorGard system uses an engineered and tested S-5
Clamp to mechanically attach the ColorGard rail to your
metal roof. The clamp allows this product to be installed
regardless of the temperature. Installation causes
absolutely no penetrations or holes in the metal panels. A
strip of metal matching your roof color slides in the face
allowing an unsurpassed color match. All this adds up to a
system that will perform and look good for many winters
to come.
The S-5U Clamp also makes an excellent way to attach
almost anything to a standing seam roof. Uses include
mounting antennas, supporting HVAC equipment and many
others.
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TAM LAPP Construction LLC. ROOFING SUPPLY - SNOW GUARDS AND RETENTION
Product Description: SS HEART SNOW GUARD
The Stainless Steel Heart Snow guard is powder coated
in all of our popular colors. It is screw fastened and
requires a 1.5" flat mounting area. They will fit most
popular 36" panels with three 12" flats or four 9" flats
without rib straddling!
The base has a EPDM Rubber
gasket to seal without using adhesives or caulk. Two
holes are provided for easily placing screws.

Product Description: RTCLSM
The RTCLSM is manufactured from crystal clear poly-carbonate
with UV stabilizers. On Standing Seam panels, apply this snow
guard with adhesive for a no holes installation that allows for
thermal movement. On through fastened panels you can use
either adhesive or washer headed screws for superior holding
power.

Product Description: RTMINI
The RTMINI is manufactured from poly-carbonate with UV
stabilizers. A unique Snowflake slot allows for insertion of a
metal color chip to match the roof. On Standing Seam panels,
apply this snow guard with adhesive for a no holes installation
that allows for thermal movement.

Product Description: AP400
Berger AP400 Snow Guards are non-penetrating devices which
have been engineered
specifically
for use with the more
popular standing seam metal roof systems. They are secured
without glues or sealants, and utilize custom milled stainless
steel set screws to clamp them in place. They are produced in
cast aluminum,
and are available
in three different seam
widths and heights. The attachment of the AP Snow Guard
does not restrict
thermal
movement.
The deeper throat
permits it to be secured directly without damaging caps or
compressing internal gasketing or sealant pockets. The wide,
deep blade design makes it particularly effective in retaining
snow with the higher seams and wider panel widths common
in preformed architectural roofing.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE:
If you need assistance in selecting the best snow guard system for your roof give us a call.
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